g 0 (F q ) → Q l on each pure inner form G g 0 of G 0 corresponding to the modified Frobenius, ad(g) • F : G → G. In [Bo2] , Boyarchenko proved that if the neutral connected component G
• is unipotent, then the functions associated with F -stable character sheaves on G form an orthonormal basis of the space of class functions on all pure inner forms G g 0 (F q ) and that the matrix relating this basis to the basis formed by the irreducible characters of the pure inner forms G g 0 (F q ) is block diagonal with "small" blocks. In this paper we describe these block matrices and interpret them as certain "crossed S-matrices". 
Introduction
Let k = F q , where q is a power of a prime p. Let G be an algebraic group (or perfect quasi-algebraic group, see §2.1) over k equipped with an F q structure given by a Frobenius map F : G → G. Let us denote the corresponding algebraic group defined over F q by G 0 . Let us fix a prime number l = p. One of the main goals of the theory of character sheaves is to study the Q l -valued irreducible characters of the groups G 0 (F q ) using the machinery of Q l -sheaves and complexes on G.
In the series of papers [L] , Lusztig developed a theory of character sheaves on reductive groups and used it to study the characters of finite groups of Lie type. Inspired by Lusztig's work, Boyarchenko and Drinfeld (in [BD1] , [BD2] , [Bo1] , [Bo2] ) developed a theory of character sheaves on unipotent groups and related it to the character theory of finite unipotent groups. In both these cases, character sheaves are isomorphism classes of certain objects in the Q l -linear triangulated braided monoidal category D G (G) of conjugation equivariant Q l -complexes on G. We have an action of Frobenius on the set of character sheaves, or in other words pullback by Frobenius of a character sheaf is also a character sheaf.
Let us suppose that G is a connected unipotent group. In [Bo2] , Boyarchenko proves that there is a bijection between the set of irreducible characters of G 0 (F q ) and the set of isomorphism classes of character sheaves fixed by Frobenius. More precisely he shows that the Q l -valued "trace of Frobenius" functions on G 0 (F q ) associated with F -stable character sheaves form an orthonormal basis for the space of Q l -valued class functions on G 0 (F q ) and that the matrix relating this basis to the basis formed by the irreducible characters of G 0 (F q ) is block diagonal with "small" blocks labelled by the F -stable L-packets. A similar result is proved by Lusztig in [L] for reductive groups. Now let G be (possibly disconnected) such that its neutral connnected component G • is unipotent. (The notion of character sheaves on G is well defined in this case.) In this case, the number of F -stable character sheaves on G may be strictly larger than the number of irreducible characters of the group G 0 (F q ). As observed in [Bo2] , in this situation it is more natural to consider all pure inner forms (see §2.4.1) of G 0 . One reason for this is that if C ∈ D G (G) is such that we have an isomorphism ψ : F * (C) ∼ = − → C, then we can define "trace of Frobenius" function t g C,ψ : G g 0 (F q ) → Q l for the pure inner form G g 0 (F q ) corresponding to each g ∈ G (see §2.4.8). The above discrepancy between the number of characters and character sheaves disappears once we consider the irreducible characters of the pure inner forms as well. Once again the "trace of Frobenius functions" of Fstable character sheaves satisfy similar orthogonality relations and the matrix relating them to the irreducible characters of all inner forms is again block diagonal as in the connected case. (See [Bo2] for more.)
The main goal of this paper is to describe these block matrices. It is shown in [Bo2] that these blocks are labelled by F -stable minimal idempotents e ∈ D G (G). Now as proved in [BD2] , we have the modular category M G,e ⊂ eD G (G) associated with the minimal idempotent e. Since e is F -stable, F * induces an autoequivalence of the modular category M G,e . We prove that the block matrix labelled by e is the "crossed S-matrix" associated with the modular category M + G,e 1 and its autoequivalence F * .
In the first part of the paper, we work with a general algebraic group G and derive an inner product formula (see Theorem 2.14) for the inner product of the "trace of Frobenius" function of a F -stable object in D G (G) and the character of a representation of an inner form G g 0 (F q ). We then use this formula to describe the block matrices for groups having a unipotent neutral connected component.
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Preliminaries and main results
In this section we describe the main definitions and constructions required in this paper, state the main results and describe the organization of the text.
Notation and conventions
We fix a prime number p and q, a power of p. The field k will always denote an algebraically closed field of characteristic p. Typically we will assume that k = F q . All algebraic groups and schemes are assumed to be over k unless explicitly stated otherwise. We also fix a prime number l different from p. For a scheme X over k, we set D(X) := D b c (X, Q l ), the Q l -linear triangulated category of bounded constructible Q l -complexes on X. If an algebraic group G acts on X, we let D G (X) denote the equivariant derived category. It is defined as the category of Q l -complexes on the quotient stack G\X. If G is such that G • is unipotent, then objects of D G (X) may be thought of as pairs (M, φ), where M ∈ D(X) and φ is a G-equivariance structure on M . We refer to [BD2] for details. We will omit the symbols L, R when talking about Grothendieck's six functors and all such functors should be interpreted in the derived sense. We denote the Verdier duality functor by D.
If G is an algebraic group, then D(G) has the structure of a monoidal category under convolution with compact supports. The unit object of this monoidal category is the delta sheaf δ 1 supported at the identity 1 ∈ G. The conjugation equivaraint category D G (G) has the structure of a braided monoidal category. We refer to [BD2] for complete definitions. Let ι : G → G be the inversion map. The functor D − := ι * D = Dι * defines a duality in the categories D(G) and D G (G) which is weaker than rigidity. This weak duality makes D(G) and D G (G) r-categories (see [BD2, §A] ). The natural identification (D − ) 2 ∼ = Id defines a structure of a ribbon r-category on D G (G). We refer to [BD2, §A] for a detailed exposition.
We will often work in the setting of perfect schemes and perfect group schemes over k. We refer to [BD2, §1.9] for more details on the notions of perfect groups, perfect schemes and the perfectization functor. We often abuse notation and use the same symbol to donate a scheme (or algebraic group) and its perfectization. This is not likely to cause any confusion since the categories D G (X) and the groups G(k), G 0 (F q ) do not change after passing to the perfectization. There are many advantages of passing to the perfectization. For example, after passing to the perfectization the Frobenius map F becomes an isomorphism. Also perfectness is needed in the very useful notion of Serre duality of connected unipotent groups. Hence from now on by schemes we in fact mean perfect quasi-algebraic schemes (i.e. perfectizations of schemes of finite type) and by algebraic groups we mean perfect quasi-algebraic groups (i.e. perfectizations of algebraic groups) even if we do not mention this explicitly.
Sheaf-function correspondence
Let X be a scheme over k equipped with an F q -structure given by a Frobenius F : X → X. Let X 0 be the corresponding scheme defined over F q . Let D W eil (X 0 ) be the category consisting of
If X, Y are schemes over k with an F q -structure and if f : X → Y is an F q -morphism, then we have the induced six functors f * , f ! , f * , f ! , ⊗, Hom with all the standard adjunctions in the context of Weil complexes as well. The next lemma says that pullbacks, pushforwards with compact support and tensor product are compatible with the sheaf-function correspondence.
An immediate consequence is the following: Lemma 2.2. Let G be an algebraic group with an F q -structure. Then if M, N ∈ D W eil (G 0 ), then t M * N = t M * t N , where the right hand side is the convolution of functions on the finite group G 0 (F q ).
2 By a slight abuse of notation we also let f denote the induced map of finite sets f : X0(Fq) → Y0(Fq). In this abused context, f * also denotes pullback of functions on Y0(Fq) along f , and f ! also means summing up a function on X0(Fq) along the fibres of f .
Braided crossed categories and crossed S-matrices
Let Γ be an abstract group. We briefly recall the notion of a braided Γ-crossed category. We refer to [DGNO, §4.4.3 ] for a precise definition and properties of braided crossed categories and related concepts. A braided Γ-crossed category D is an additive monoidal category with the following structure:
• A monoidal action of Γ on D such that a(C b ) ⊂ C aba −1 for each a, b ∈ Γ.
• For a ∈ Γ, M ∈ C a and C ∈ D isomorphisms (called crossed braiding isomorphisms)
functorial in M, C and satisfying certain compatibility conditions which we do not explicitly recall here. These conditions in particular imply that C 1 is a braided monoidal category and that the induced action of Γ on C 1 is a braided action.
We say that such a D is faithfully graded if C a is nonzero for each a ∈ Γ. In this paper we will only encounter or consider faithfully graded categories.
Let D be such a category and let a ∈ Γ. Let M ∈ C a and C ∈ C 1 be such that a(C) ∼ = C. Let us fix an isomorphism ψ : a −1 (C) ∼ = − → C. We have the following composition
Let γ C,ψ,M ∈ Aut Ca (C ⊗ M ) denote the inverse of the composition above.
Module categories and crossed S-matrices
Let C be a (Q l -linear) modular category and let M be an invertible C-module category. Let O C and O M denote the sets of isomorphism classes of simple objects in C and M respectively. Let M be equipped with a C-module trace tr M . This means that we can define traces tr M (f ) ∈ Q l of endomorphisms f in M and these are compatible with the spherical structure on C. (We refer to [S] for details.) In particular, using the module trace we can define categorical dimensions of objects of M, namely if M ∈ M, then dim(M ) := tr M (id M ). The compatibility with the spherical structure on C implies that dim(
We impose an addition condition on the trace, namely we assume that the trace is normalized in such a way that
Since M is an invertible C-module category that admits a module trace we obtain using [ENO, Thm. 5.2] the corresponding autoequivalence a : C → C of modular categories which is unique up to natural equivalence of functors. Hence this induces a well defined permutation (which we also call a) of the set O C . For C ∈ O a C , we choose an isomorphism ψ : a −1 (C)
Then by definition of the autoequivalence a we have the following composition in M analgous to (1):
We let γ C,ψ,M denote the inverse of this composition. Remark 2.3. Using [ENO] we see that if D is a spherical (faithfully graded) braided Γ-crossed category whose trivial component C 1 is a modular category then for each a ∈ Γ, the component C a is an invertible C 1 -module category (with module trace induced by the spherical structure on D) which satisfies the requirements of the first paragraph of this subsection. In particular, the C 1 -module trace on C a obtained from the spherical structure of D is normalized in the sense of (2). We note that in this situation, the automorphism γ C,ψ,M defined above matches with the one defined by (1). Definition 2.4. Let C, M and a : C → C be as before. For each C ∈ O a C let us choose isomorphisms ψ C : a −1 (C) → C. We define the crossed S-matrix associated with the modular category C and the C-module category M to be the matrix
whose entries are defined by
Our goal in this paper is to show that the blocks in the block diagonal matrix relating characters and character sheaves are precisely such crossed S-matrices for suitable choices of the categories C and M and to describe these categories corresponding to each block. Remark 2.5. The crossed S-matrix is well defined only up to a rescaling of the rows since the definition involves a choice of the isomorphisms ψ C . Remark 2.6. Let us consider C as an invertible C-module category equipped with the trace coming from the spherical structure. We choose the autoequivalence a = id C and for each C ∈ O C , we choose ψ C = id C . With these choices S C,C equals the usual S-matrix of the modular category C.
Arbitrary algebraic groups
We first discuss some generalities for arbitrary (perfect quasi-) algebraic groups G over k and state our first main result (Theorem 2.14) which holds for arbitrary algebraic groups G over k equipped with an F q -structure. In this subsection we assume that G is any algebraic group over k and F : G → G is a Frobenius automorphism which equips G with an F q -structure. We begin by recalling the notion of pure inner forms and explain their natural role in the theory of character sheaves.
The F -conjugation action and pure inner forms
We define the F -conjugation action of G on itself by g : h → ghF (g −1 ). Let us denote the set of F -conjugacy classes in G by H 1 (F, G). By Lang's theorem, we have a natural bijection
For each g ∈ G, the map ad(g) • F : G → G is a Frobenius map which defines a new F q -structure on G and we denote the corresponding group defined over F q by G g 0 and call it the pure inner form of G 0 determined by g ∈ G. The isomorphism class of G g 0 only depends on the F -conjugacy class of g since we have a commutative diagram
If I ⊂ G is a set of representatives of F -conjugacy classes in G, we consider the finite set of pure inner forms {G t 0 } t∈I . As we will see, it is more natural to consider all the pure inner forms {G t 0 } than to just consider G 0 .
From the diagram above, we also see that the F -conjugacy class < g >∈ H 1 (F, G) determines G g 0 up to an isomorphism that is unique up to inner automorphisms defined over F q . In particular we see that the commutative
) is also canonically determined by the F -conjugacy class of g.
Let us define the set
Irrep
Remark 2.7. The algebraic groups G g 0 and G h 0 defined over F q may still be isomorphic even though g, h ∈ G may lie in different F -conjugacy classes. Even so, we regard G 
For an F -conjugacy class O ⊂ G, let us describe the category
where t is some point in O and Stab F G (t) is its stabilizer for the F -conjugation action. But Stab
Hence D F G (G) as a Q l -linear triangulated category encodes the representation theory of the groups of F q -points of all the pure inner forms of G 0 . The set Irrep(G 0 ) defined by (3) along with all their shifts give all the simple objects of the triangulated category D F G (G) (which also happens to be semisimple abelian).
Consider the action of G on G×G given by conjugation of the first coordinate and F -conjugation of the second coordinate.
The semidirect product G ⋊ Z
Sometimes it is more convenient to think of the category D F G (G) in terms of the semidirect product G := G ⋊ Z, where 1 ∈ Z acts on G by the Frobenius F : G → G. We identify G = {gF n |g ∈ G, n ∈ Z} where gF n · hF m = gF n (h)F n+m . Now G acts on each coset GF n by conjugation. We consider the category (see also §4.1)
It has the structure of a braided Z-crossed category. In particular we have a braided monoidal
With this identification, we will work interchangeably with the two equivalent categories D F G (G) and D G (GF ).
A trace on
For an object M ∈ D F G (G) and any endomorphism f : M → M , we will define a trace tr
) has the classical traces tr(f ) for endomorphisms f : M → M . We rescale this classical trace and define
We extend by additivity to define traces in the category D F G (G).
The Frobenius algebra
Clearly (x, g) ∈ R if and only if (x, xg) ∈ R.
The number of G-orbits in R is finite and the orbits correspond bijectively to the union of sets of conjugacy classes of the groups of F q -points of all inner forms of G 0 corresponding to H 1 (F, G). More precisely, each G orbit in R can be uniquely represented by a pair (h, t) where t ∈ G is a representative of an F -conjugacy class and h ∈ G t 0 (F q ) represents a conjugacy class in the inner form G t 0 (F q ) associated with t ∈ G.
Also, a subset {(h, t)} ⊂ R is a complete set of representatives of G-orbits in R if and only if the subset {(h, h −1 t)} ⊂ R is a complete set of representatives.
Consider the space of G-invariant Q l -valued functions defined on the set R. We can identify this space with the space Fun( The space Fun([G 0 ](F q )) = Fun G (R) is an algebra under convolution. As an algebra it can be identified with the product of the convolution algebras of class functions on the pure inner forms
Moreover it is a Frobenius algebra with bilinear form defined by
By Remark 2.10 we see that
The corresponding linear functional λ :
We also define a Hermitian inner form < ·, · > on the space Fun([G 0 ](F q )). For this we fix an isomorphism Q l → C, whence we get a conjugation involution (·) of the field Q l which maps roots of unity in Q l to their inverses. We define a Hermitian inner product on Fun(
By taking characters of irreducible representations, we consider the set Irrep(G 0 ) defined by (3) as a subset of Fun([G 0 ](F q )). Using the orthogonality relations for irreducible characters we get:
with respect to both the Hermitian inner product < ·, · > as well as the bilinear inner product (·, ·).
The character of an object of
) is an automorphism of M g and we have
It is easy to check that χ M : R → Q l is G-invariant.
Hence given any object
. It is clear from the defintion that χ W is the same as χ W loc as defined in this subsection.
The "trace of Frobenius" function of an equivariant Weil sheaf
Consider the category D W eil G 0 (G 0 ) whose objects are pairs (C, ψ) consisting of an object C ∈ D G (G) and an isomorphism ψ :
. Let g ∈ G and consider the inner form G g 0 defined over F q . Using the sheaf-function correspondence we define the associated trace function t
We define the function T C,ψ : R → Q l by T C,ψ (x, g) := t g C,ψ (x). More precisely, for C ∈ D G (G), x, g ∈ G, we have isomorphisms
is an automorphism of C x and we define
The function T C,ψ : R → Q l is also G-invariant.
For each g ∈ G, we have natural functors
Using Lemma 2.2 we obtain:
The inner product formula
, then using (7),(8) we see that γ C,ψ,M as defined above gets identified with γ C,ψ, M as defined in §2.3.
In our first main result, we desribe the inner product of the functions associated with (C, ψ) and M . Theorem 2.14.
We will prove this result in §3 using the Grothendieck-Lefschetz trace formula.
Neutrally unipotent groups
We now restrict our attention to neutrally unipotent groups G, namely groups whose neutral connected component G • is unipotent. The theory of character sheaves for such groups was developed by Boyarchenko and Drinfeld in [BD1] , [BD2] , [Bo1] , [Bo2] . We briefly recall some aspects of this theory in this subsection and state our main results and conjectures.
Character sheaves on neutrally unipotent groups
Let G be a neutrally unipotent group defined over k. Character sheaves on G are defined in terms of minimal idempotents in the braided monoidal category D G (G). To define character sheaves we do not need an F q -structure on G. We recall the definition of character sheaves in Definition 2.16 below.
An idempotent in D G (G) is an object e ∈ D G (G) such that e * e ∼ = e. An idempotent e is said to be minimal if e = 0 and for any idempotent e ′ in D G (G), either e * e ′ = 0 or e * e ′ ∼ = e. An idempotent e is said to be closed if there exists an arrow δ 1 → e in D G (G) which becomes an isomorphism after convolution with e.
The following statements are proved in [BD2] , [De1] and [De2] : Theorem 2.15. Let G be a neutrally unipotent group and let e be a minimal idempotent in D G (G).
Then we have the following: (i) The idempotent e is in fact a closed idempotent and hence the Hecke subcategory eD G (G) is a monoidal category with unit object e.
(ii) Let M perv G,e ⊂ eD G (G) be the full subcategory of those objects whose underlying Q l -complex is a perverse sheaf on G. Then M is called the functional dimension of e.
(ii) Let e be a minimal idempotent in D G (G). We define the L-packet of character sheaves on G associated with the minimal idempotent e to be the following (finite) set CS e (G) := {isom. classes of simple objects of M G,e ⊂ D G (G)}.
(iii) If e ′ ∈ D G (G) is a minimal idempotent which is not isomorphic to e, then the sets CS e (G) and CS e ′ (G) are disjoint. Let G denote the set of isomorphism classes of minimal idempotents in D G (G). The set of character sheaves on G is defined to be the disjoint union of all L-packets of character sheaves:
So far we have defined character sheaves using the rather abstract notion of minimal idempotents in D G (G). We now give a more explicit description of minimal idempotents in D G (G) using the notion of admissible pairs for G.
We first briefly recall the notion of Serre duality of connected unipotent groups. Our assumption of perfectness is essential in the theory of Serre duality. We refer to [Bo1, §A] for a detailed exposition. Let U be a connected unipotent group. Then we have its Serre dual U * which is a (perfect) commutative (possibly disconnected) unipotent group. Roughly speaking, U * is the moduli space of central extensions of U by the discrete group scheme Q p /Z p . Let us fix an identification of Q p /Z p with the group µ p ∞ (Q (ii) The group morphism φ L :
§A.13]) should be an isogeny.
(iii) (Geometric Mackey condition) For every g ∈ G − G ′ , we should have
where g H = gHg −1 and g L is the multiplicative local system on g H obtained from L by transport of structure. Remark 2.19. In the situation above, let e H,L :
is an admissible pair for G such that G ′ = G, we say that (H, L) is a Heisenberg admissible pair 3 for G. In this case the minimal idempotent e H,L ∈ D G (G) is said to be a Heisenberg idempotent.
In [BD2] , the induction (with compact support) functor ind 
and f H,L ∈ D G (G) are related as follows:
(ii) In the situation of (i), the induction functor induces an equivalence of modular categories
(iii) Every minimal idempotent f ∈ D G (G) comes from an admissible pair by the procedure described in (i). Hence every minimal idempotent f ∈ D G (G) comes from induction from a Heisenberg idempotent e on some subgroup G ′ .
This result reduces many problems about general minimal idempotents to the case of Heisenberg idempotents.
L-packets of characters of neutrally unipotent groups
From now on we will need the F q -structure on G provided by a Frobenius map F :
is an autoequivalence of ribbon r-categories as we have already mentioned in §2.4.4. This functor gives an action of F on the set G of minimal idempotents as well as on the set CS(G) of character sheaves. We see that F maps the set CS e (G) to the set CS F (e) (G). We are interested in the set CS(G) F of F -stable character sheaves. Clearly we have
The following result from [Bo2] describes the set G F . 
F -stable character sheaves on neutrally unipotent groups
Let e ∈ G F . Then the equivalence F : 
with respect to the Hermitian inner product < ·, · >).
This theorem proves that the trace functions {T C,ψ } C∈CS(G) F (suitably normalized) also form an orthonormal basis for Fun([G 0 ](F q )), that the matrix relating this basis to the basis (formed by characters of) Irrep(G 0 ) is block diagonal (see also Definition 2.25) and that these blocks correspond to F -stable minimal idempotents e ∈ D G (G) or equivalently F -stable L-packets of G.
Main results and conjectures
As before, let G be a neutrally unipotent group equipped with an F q -structure. Let e ∈ G F and let e 0 ∈ D G 0 (G 0 ) be the corresponding geometrically minimal idempotent. Note that the subspace with respect to the Hermitian inner product < ·, · >. Our goal is to describe the unitary matrix S G 0 ,e 0 which relates these two orthonormal bases. Since the basis Irrep e 0 (G 0 ) is orthonormal, this matrix is obtained by taking inner products between the bases:
First we give another characterization of the set Irrep e 0 (G 0 ) of irreducible representations of the various inner forms lying in the L-packet defined by e 0 . Theorem 2.27. Let M GF,e ⊂ eD G (GF ) be the full subcategory formed by objects whose underlying Q l -complex is a perverse sheaf shifted by n e . (Recall the definition of n e , d e from §2.5.1.) (i) Then M GF,e has a natural structure of an invertible M G,e -module category equipped with a natural normalized 5 M G,e -module trace tr F,e and we have D b (M GF,e ) ∼ = eD G (GF ).
(ii) Let W ∈ Irrep e 0 (G 0 ) i.e. W ∈ Irrep e t 0 (G t 0 (F q )) for some t ∈ G. Then by (5), W corresponds to a G-equivariant local system W loc ∈ D G (GF ) supported on the G-conjugacy class of tF ⊂ GF . Then in fact W loc ∈ eD G (GF ) and M W := W loc [dim G + n e ] ∈ M GF,e is a simple object. (iii) There is a natural bijection between the set Irrep e 0 (G 0 ) and the set O M GF,e of (isomorphism classes of ) simple objects of M GF,e . This bijection is induced by the map
Using Theorem 2.22(ii) we will first reduce Theorem 2.27 to the case of Heisenberg idempotents in §5.1. We then prove the theorem in the Heisenberg case in §6.1.
Combining the Remark 2.28 with (26) and Theorem 2.14 we obtain: Corollary 2.29. The entries of the matrix S G 0 ,e 0 are
4.9 and tr F is the trace on D G (GF ) defined in §2.4.5.
Now the full subcategory M GF,e ⊂ D G (GF ) has the natural module trace tr F,e from Theorem 2.27(i). We would like to compare this module trace with the trace tr
If G is a neutrally unipotent group, it is known that the braided fusion category M G,e is integral. Conjecturally the modular category M G,e is positive integral, but this is not yet proved. Instead let us consider the modular category M + G,e which has the same underlying integral braided category as M G,e but which is equipped with the (unique) positive spherical structure. With this spherical structure, for any object C ∈ M + G,e we have dim(C) = FPdim(C) ∈ Z. Also we let M + GF,e denote the category which is same as M GF,e as a module category but which is equipped with the positive module trace (normalized according to (2)) tr 
(ii) The matrix S G 0 ,e 0 relating the two orthonormal bases {T C,ψ C } C∈CSe(G) F and Irrep e 0 (G 0 ) of
) is equal to the crossed S-matrix corresponding to the modular category M + G,e and the M + G,e -module category M + GF,e up to a scaling:
Remark 2.31. By Theorem 2.15(v), the categorical dimension dim M G,e is the square of an integer and we extract the positive integral square root in the theorem above. Also d e ∈ 1 2 Z and we again extract the positive square root in the formulas above if d e ∈ 1 2 + Z according to our chosen identification Q l ∼ = C.
Once again we will first reduce Theorem 2.30 to the case of Heisenberg idempotents in §5.2 and prove it in the Heisenberg case in §6.2.
So far we have only assumed that G is neutrally unipotent. If G is itself also unipotent, then it is know that the modular category M G,e is positive integral (see [De2, Prop. 2.21]). Corollary 2.32. Let us keep all our previous notation and also assume that G is a unipotent group. Then
Finally we make the following conjecture. Conjecture 2.33. (i) If G is a neutrally unipotent group 7 and e ∈ D G (G) is any minimal idempotent, then the modular category M G,e is positive integral.
(ii) Now assume as before that we have an F q -structure on G and that e ∈ D G (G) is an F -stable minimal idempotent. Then we can choose an identification Q l ∼ = C (compatible with any chosen identification Q p /Z p ∼ = µ p ∞ (Q l ) in the sense of Remark 2.17) in such a way that the M G,e -module trace tr F,e on M GF,e is positive.
This says that the natural structures themselves are already positive and that for example we may drop the '+' symbols in (28). In §5.2 we reduce this conjecture to the Heisenberg case.
Proof of Theorem 2.14
In this section we prove Theorem 2.14 for an arbitrary algebraic group G. The proof is an application of the Grothendieck-Lefschetz trace formula. For notational conveniencem we use the integral symbol ( ) to denote pushforward with compact supports. If E ∈ D(X), we use
The first equality (
Next we compute the stalk of the automorphism γ C,ψ,M at a point t ∈ G. The stalk 
Consider the automorphism of the antidiagonal ∆ t := {(h 1 , h 2 ) ∈ G× G|h 1 h 2 = t} defined by
The fixed point set of this automorphism is precisely the finite set ∆ t ∩ R. The inverse of this automorphism corresponds to the Frobenius automorphism ad(t) • F of G under the identification
Hence by the Grothendieck-Lefschetz trace formula (trace of the induced map on cohomology equals the sum of traces of the stalks of the map over all fixed points, see also [Bo2, Lemma 4.4(iii)]) we deduce that
Hence by definition (9),
as desired. Here Conj G t 0 (Fq) (h) denotes the conjugacy class of h in G t 0 (F q ).
4 Induction functors for braided crossed categories
Braided crossed categories associated with group extensions
Let G be a perfect quasi-algebraic group. Let Γ be a discrete (possibly infinite) group and consider an extension
Consider the category
This is a Γ-graded monoidal category. For each γ ∈ Γ, letg ∈ G be a lift. Consider the conjugation byg −1 automorphismg −1 : G → G and define the functorg :
as pullback by the conjugation automorphismg −1 . This defines a monoidal action of Γ on D G ( G).
We see that we have the following crossed braiding isomorphisms:
and N ∈ D(Gg). Then we have a natural isomorphism
In fact we can define the structure of a braided Γ-crossed category on D G ( G). It is also an rcategory with the duality functor given by
is the Verdier duality functor and ι : G → G is the inversion map. Moreover it has a natural pivotal structure coming from the natural monoidal isomorphism Id ∼ = (D − ) 2 and the monoidal action of Γ preserves this pivotal structure. Hence D G ( G) is a braided Γ-crossed pivotal r-category.
Induction functors
In this section we define induction functors and study their properties in the setting of braided crossed categories which is slightly more general than the setting in [De3, §4] . However the proofs from loc. cit. and [BD2] can be readily adapted to our current set up.
Consider an extension 0 → G → G → Γ → 0 as in §4.1. Let G ′ ⊂ G be a subgroup that surjects onto Γ. Let G ′ := G ∩ G ′ . Then we have the extension
We can define the induction with compact supports functor
Proof. The proof is a straightforward generalization of the proof of [De3, Prop. 4 .3].
Induction and sheaf-function correspondence
Let G be an algebraic group equipped with a Frobenius F : G → G which corresponds to the form G 0 over F q . As in §2.4.4, we form the semidirect product G = G ⋊ Z, where 1 ∈ Z acts on G by F . Suppose G ′ ⊂ G is an F -stable subgroup or in other words G ′ is obtained by base change from a closed subgroup G ′ 0 ⊂ G 0 over F q . We have the subgroup G ′ := G ′ ⋊ Z ⊂ G and by §4.2 we have the weak semigroupal functor ind
In particular we get the functors
as well as ind
Next we interpret the functor (46) in terms of the usual notion of induction of representations. Note that the inclusion
Lemma 4.5. Let t ∈ G ′ and let O ′ ⊂ G ′ F be the G ′ -conjugacy class of tF ∈ G ′ F and let O ⊂ GF be the G-conjugacy class of tF . Then the induction functor ind 
Proof. This follows from the equivalences
tF ) and the definition of induction functors using the averaging functors.
In this situation, we also have an induction map between the function spaces
obtained from induction of class functions
Using Lemma 4.5 we get
Reduction of Theorem 2.27 to the Heisenberg case
We continue to use all the notation from §5. We will now prove Theorem 2.27 for the general minimal idempotent f ∈ D G (G) assuming that it holds for the Heisenberg idempotent e ∈ D G ′ (G ′ ).
Theorem 2.27(i) for f follows from (52) and (53) assuming the corresponding statement for e. To prove the remaining statements, we first prove two auxiliary lemmas. (ii) The "trace of Frobenius" functions associated with the objects of
Proof. The statement (i) is precisely Lemma 6.24 in [Bo2] .
12. Hence (ii) follows from (i).
Lemma 5.2. The induction of class functions on the pure inner forms induces an isomorphism of Frobenius algebras ind
Proof. It is clear that the induction map ind
We have an equivalence of braided categories
compatible with the action of F on both sides and hence an equivalence
The lemma then follows from Proposition 4.7 and Lemma 5.1.
Now by (53) ind
G G ′ induces a bijection between the sets of simples O M G ′ F,e and O M GF,f . Now we use the assumption that Theorem 2.27(ii) and (iii) hold for e ∈ D G ′ (G ′ ). With this assumption we have
Then by Lemmas 4.6 and 5.2 we see that
Hence the irreducible representation (of some pure inner form G t 0 (F q )) corresponding to M indeed lies in Irrep f 0 (G 0 ) and this sets up a bijection between O M GF,f and Irrep f 0 (G 0 ) proving Theorem 2.27(ii) and (iii) for the idempotent f ∈ D G (G).
Reduction of Theorem 2.30 and Conjecture 2.33 to the Heisenberg case
Statement (ii) of Theorem 2.30 is an immediate consequence of (i) using Corollary 2.29. We now prove the statement (i) for f assuming it for e. This argument also proves that Conjecture 2.33 for f ∈ D G (G) is equivalent to the same statement for e ∈ D G ′ (G ′ ). Hence the conjecture is reduced to the case of Heisenberg idempotents.
Note that for an endomorphim
a in D G ′ (G ′ F ) we have tr G,F (ind G G ′ (a)) = tr G ′ ,
The Heisenberg case
In this section we complete the proofs of Theorems 2.27 and 2.30 in the case of Heisenberg idempotents.
We begin by recalling the setup in the Heisenberg case. As before we assume that G is a neutrally unipotent group equipped with an F q -structure given by a Frobenius F : G → G. We assume that we have a Heisenberg admissible pair (H 0 , L 0 ) for the group G 0 over F q . Let e 0 ∈ D G 0 (G 0 ) be the corresponding geometrically minimal (Heisenberg) idempotent and e ∈ D G (G) the Heisenberg idempotent on G obtained by extension of scalars from e 0 . Note that in this case n e = dim H. Let U = G • . Then U is an F -stable connected unipotent group and let U 0 be the corresonding unipotent group defined over Now by definition the pair (H, L) is normalized by G and is also F -stable. Note that we have the induced automorphism F : Γ → Γ. Using the Frobenius action, we form the semidirect products Γ := Γ ⋊ Z and G := G ⋊ Z. Thus we have an extension
of the discrete group Γ by U . The admissible pair (H, L) is normalized the group G. By §4.1 the category D U ( G) is a braided Γ-crossed pivotal r-category and so is the Hecke subcategory eD U ( G).
Let M G,e ⊂ eD U ( G) denote the full subcategory of those objects whose underlying complexes are perverse sheaves shifted by dim H. For g ∈ G we let M U g,e ⊂ eD U (U g) be defined similarly. Then we have M G,e = Ug∈ G/U M Ug,e .
The following result is proved in [De1] : Theorem 6.1. (i) For each Ug ∈ G/U , M Ug,e is a semisimple abelian category with finitely many simple objects and we have D b M Ug,e ∼ = eD U ( G).
(ii) The category M G,e ⊂ eD U ( G) is closed under convolution. It is a braided Γ-crossed spherical fusion category with trivial component M U,e = M U,e ∼ = M(K L , θ).
The category eD G ( G) is a braided Z-crossed pivotal r-category. We have eD G ( G) ∼ = eD U ( G) Γ . Let M G,e ⊂ eD G ( G) be the full subcategory of objects whose underlying complex is a perverse sheaf shifted by dim H. Similarly for an integer n we define M GF n ,e ⊂ eD G (GF n ) ⊂ eD G ( G). We have
Now using Theorem 6.1 we obtain: Lemma 6.2. The category M G,e ⊂ eD G ( G) is closed under convolution. In fact M G,e is a braided Z-crossed spherical fusion category with trivial component M G,e and can be obtained as a Γ-equivariantization:
We have D b M G,e ∼ = eD G ( G).
Proof of Theorem 2.27
We now prove Theorem 2.27 in the Heisenberg case.
Using (58), Lemma 6.2 along with [ENO, §6] we see that each M GF n ,e (and in particular M GF,e ) is an invertible M G,e -module category equipped with an M G,e -module trace obtained from the natural spherical structure on the braided Z-crossed category M G,e . This trace is normalized in the sense of (2) by Remark 2.3. This completes the proof of Theorem 2.27(i).
We make the following general observation: Lemma 6.3. Let H be any connected algebraic group equipped with a Frobenius F : H → H. We have a functor α : D 
In other words we obtain a Weil structure on M ∈ D(H). To be precise, let ∆ F ⊂ H × H denote the graph of the Frobenius F : H → H. Then we set α(M, φ M ) = (M, φ M | ∆ F ) ∈ D W eil (H 0 ).
Then M GF,e is an M G,e bimodule category and by Lemma 6.2, we have
M GF,e = ( M GF,e ) Γ .
M G,e is a (faithfully graded) braided Γ-crossed spherical fusion category with trivial component M U,e = M U,e . Hence dim( M G,e ) = |Γ|·dim(M U,e ) and hence after taking the Γ-equivariantization we conclude that (see also [De2, Prop. 2.17]) dim(M G,e ) = |Γ| 2 · dim(M U,e ).
The object M W ∈ M GF,e is supported on OF . Let O ′ ⊂ Γ be the F -conjugacy class of 1 ∈ Γ. By Lang's theorem
Using (69) we think of M W as an object of ( M GF,e ) Γ . Let M ′ ∈ M GF,e denote the underlying object. Then M ′ ∈ U g∈O ′ ⊂G/U M U gF,e . Let M ′ U F ∈ M U F,e be the projection of M ′ in M U F,e . Then we have
The object M ′ U F ∈ M U F,e ⊂ eD U (U F ) corresponds (in the sense of Theorem 2.30 applied to U ) to the restriction W ′ = Res 
for each W ′ ∈ Rep e 0 (U 0 (F q )), where M ′ W ′ ∈ M U F,e ⊂ eD U (U F ) is the object corresponding to W ′ according to Theorem 2.27. Now, M U,e = M U,e is a pointed modular category. Hence all simple objects in the invertible M U,e -module category M U F,e have equal Frobenius-Perron dimension. Hence
Also (U 0 (F q )/H 0 (F q )) is commutative, so all irreducible representations in Rep e 0 (U 0 (F q )) have the same dimension and we have
The equality (73) follows from equations (74) and (75). This completes the proof of Theorem 2.30.
